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ABSTRACT
Semantic segmentation for aerial imagery is a challenging
and important problem in remotely sensed imagery analysis.
In recent years, with the success of deep learning, various
convolutional neural network (CNN) based models have been
developed. However, due to the varying sizes of the objects
and imbalanced class labels, it can be challenging to obtain
accurate pixel-wise semantic segmentation results. To ad-
dress those challenges, we develop a novel semantic segmen-
tation method and call it Contextual Hourglass Network. In
our method, in order to improve the robustness of the predic-
tion, we design a new contextual hourglass module which in-
corporates attention mechanism on processed low-resolution
featuremaps to exploit the contextual semantics. We further
exploit the stacked encoder-decoder structure by connecting
multiple contextual hourglass modules from end to end. This
architecture can effectively extract rich multi-scale features
and add more feedback loops for better learning contextual
semantics through intermediate supervision. To demonstrate
the efficacy of our semantic segmentation method, we test it
on Potsdam and Vaihingen datasets. Through the compar-
isons to other baseline methods, our method yields the best
results on overall performance.
Index Terms— stacked encoder-decoder structure, con-
textual hourglass module, high resolution aerial imagery
1. INTRODUCTION
Semantic segmentation becomes one of the most important
problems in remotely sensed aerial imagery analysis. In
particular, semantic segmentation can be applied to change
detection, urban planning, or even automatic map mapping.
Compared to the semantic segmentation on natural images,
this task can be much more challenging for remotely sensed
high resolution aerial imagery due to the high spatial resolu-
tion and large volumes of pixels. In particular, the size of the
objects in the high-resolution imagery usually varies signif-
icantly. Due to the viewing perspectives, some objects in a
certain area captured can be obscure and dim. Not to mention
that many similarities may exist among different categories
and large variances may happen to the same category. To
achieve good performance on semantic segmentation of high
resolution aerial imagery, the segmentation models should
have the following two characteristics:
• Extraction of rich features across multi-scales to capture
relatively small objects.
• Utilization of contextual semantics which is significant
for distinguishing objects of varying sizes.
Recently, various deep neural networks structures have
been utilized for semantic segmentation in aerial imagery. In
[1, 2, 3], Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) [4] have been
used as the backbone of their networks. Audebert et al. [5]
further utilizes SegNet [6] for the segmentation task which is
an adaption of FCN by replacing the decoder with a series
of pooling and convolutional layers. To overcome the loss
of information from the initial layers and combine features
from different scales, skip connection have been used in [7, 8]
for high resolution imagery segmentation. However, the uti-
lization of skip layers may not be enough for extracting rich
multi-scale features. Recent work [9] shows that by stack-
ing multiple encoder-decoders from end to end, enabling re-
peated bottom-up, top-down inference across various scales,
the network performance is greatly improved. In this paper,
we adopt the stacked encoder-decoder structure as the back-
bone of our network to extract rich multi-scale features.
Besides the pixel-level information, how to utilize con-
textual information is a key point for semantic labeling.
Contextual relationships provide valuable information from
neighborhood objects. Recently, channel-wise [10], point-
wise [11] attention mechanisms or their combination [12]
have been utilized for exploiting the contextual semantics
in semantic segmentation and achieved state-of-art results.
However, those approaches are based on FCN and they do
not exploit the stacked encoder-decoder structure. Their
performances are affected due to the lack of intermediate su-
pervision on the predictions of multiple encoders, which has
been demonstrated to be effective in prior work [9, 13, 14].
In this work, in order to improve the overall performance,
we develop a novel semantic segmentation method for high-
resolution aerial imagery. The structure of our method is
based on the original hourglass module [9] with several ma-
jor differences. The main contributions of our work can be
summarized as follows
1) We design a novel contextual hourglass module which
incorporates attention mechanism on processed low-resolution
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featuremaps to exploit the contextual semantics and therefore
improve the robustness of the prediction.
2) We exploit the stacked encoder-decoder structure by
connecting multiple contextual hourglass modules from end
to end. This architecture can effectively extract features from
various scales and increase feedback loops for better learning
contextual semantics through intermediate supervision.
Due to the connection to the original hourglass network,
we call our network structure, Contextual Hourglass Net-
work (CxtHGNet). To validate the performance of our Cx-
tHGNet, we test it on both Potsdam and Vaihingen open
datasets acquired for the purposes of urban classification and
semantic labeling. The test results show that our CxtHGNet
can not only capture small-sized objects but also produce
more consistent results.
2. APPROACH
In this section, we will provide the details of the contex-
tual hourglass module and our Contextual Hourglass Net-
work (CxtHGNet).
2.1. Contextual Hourglass Module
Our contextual hourglass module is a symmetric structure in-
spired by hourglass module [9]. It firstly processes features
down to a low resolution by a set of convolutional and pooling
layers, then applies channel-wise, point-wise or other atten-
tion mechanisms on the processed low-resolution featuremap,
and finally bi-linearly upsamples and combines features until
reaching the final output resolution. The location we choose
to apply the attention mechanism should make it retain more
details without greatly increasing the computational cost. The
contextual hourglass module is then boosted by its inner at-
tention mechanism which utilizes contextual information to
improve the labeling robustness.
In this work, we choose to utilize the encoding layer [10,
16] as our channel-wise attention mechanism to test the
network performance, which has the ability to selectively
highlight class-dependent featuremaps. It may be worthwhile
to mention that it is convenient to replace the channel-wise
attention used here with other attention mechanisms which
means our contextual hourglass module is generalizable.
The encoding procedure is shown in Figure 1b. The
encoding layers are placed at the locations where the fea-
turemaps reach the 1/8 size of the original input. The input
of encoding layer are featuremaps within contextual hour-
glass module, of shape H ×W × C, which corresponds to
a set of C-dimensional input features X = {x1, . . . , xN},
where N = H ×W . The layer has a learnable inherent code-
book D = {d1, . . . , dK} containing K number of codewords
(visual centers) and a set of smoothing factor of the visual
centers S = {s1, . . . , sK}. The output of encoding layer is
the residual encoder E = {e1, . . . , eK} of shape K × C,
and ek =
∑N
i=1 eik, where eik aggregates the residuals with
soft-assignment weights, namely
eik =
exp
(
−sk ‖rik‖2
)
∑K
j=1 exp
(
−sj ‖rij‖2
)rik, (1)
where the residuals are given by rik = xi − dk. The final
encoded semantics e is summed up over K residual encoders,
namely e =
∑K
k=1 φ(ek), where φ denotes ReLU activation.
As shown in Figure 1a, there are two encoding layers
within each contextual hourglass module, sharing the same
codebook D and smoothing factors S. Upon each encod-
ing layer, two branches are further applied. One stacks
a fully connected layer on it with a sigmoid activation
function and outputs the scaling factors γ. The channel-
wise multiplication between input X and scaling factors γ,
namely Y = X ⊗ γ, emphasizes or de-emphasizes the class-
dependent featuremaps. Another branch also stacks a fully
connected layer with a sigmoid activation function on the
encoding layer, which outputs individual predictions for the
presences of object categories in an image and learns with a
binary cross entropy loss, namely semantic encoding loss.
2.2. Contextual Hourglass Network (CxtHGNet)
The CxtHGNet connects multiple contextual hourglass mod-
ules end-to-end consecutively, as shown in Figure 1a. It
enables repeated bottom-up, top-down inference across var-
ious scales and consolidates global and local information of
the whole image. In this paper, we stack four contextual
hourglass modules in our network and the number of output
features in each contextual hourglass module is 128, 128,
256, and 256 at corresponding locations where the resolution
drops. The final output is then obtained by summing up the
outputs of all contextual hourglass modules.
After the featuremaps being emphasized or de-emphasized
by the inner attention mechanism, CxtHGNet will reuse the
featuremaps for later stacking of contextual hourglass mod-
ules. As a result, CxtHGNet not only allows further exploiting
higher order spatial relationships by processing the high-level
features again but also adds more feedback loops for learning
contextual semantics through intermediate supervision.
3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
In this section, we first briefly describe the dataset, then pro-
vide the implementation details and show our final results.
3.1. Data
The Potsdam and Vaihingen 2D segmentation dataset are pro-
vided by Commission II of ISPRS [17]. The Potsdam dataset
includes 38 high-resolution aerial images, where 24 images
are used for training. Each image has the size of 6,000 ×
(a) Overview of Contextual Hourglass Network (CxtHGNet)
(b) An Illustration of Encoding Procedure. The variable of C is the number of features, andD is the number of categories in dataset.
Fig. 1: (a) Each white box in the figure corresponds to a residual block [15]. Blue circles are the intermediate predictions
whereas the yellow one is the final prediction. A loss function is applied to all these predictions through the same ground truth.
The region in the dashed orange box represents the encoding procedure, where red rhombus is the context layer and the pink
box is the branch for semantic encoding loss. (b) The Encoding Layer contains a codebook and smoothing factors, capturing
encoded semantics. The top branch predicts scaling factors selectively highlighting class-dependent featuremaps. The down
branch predicts the presence of the categories in the scene. (Notation: FC fully connected layer,⊗ channel-wise multiplication.)
6,000 and contains 5 channels, namely near-infrared (NIR),
red (R), green (G), blue (B), and the normalized digital sur-
face models (nDSMs). The Vaihingen dataset consists of 33
high-resolution aerial images, 16 of which are given labels for
training. Compared to Postdam dataset, the image data have
different resolutions and do not have the Blue (B) channel.
We use a sliding window method to extract patches of size
256 × 256 from the original images without overlap, and pad
0s if needed. We further split the original training images to
training and validation sets under the ratio of 9:1. Finally,
in the Potsdam dataset, there are 12,441 images for train-
ing, 1,383 images for validation and 8,064 images for test,
whereas in the Vaihingen dataset, there are 1,191 images for
training, 133 for validation and 1,514 for test.
3.2. Implementation Details
We implement our network based on open-source toolbox
Tensorflow [18] and train it on 4 NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti
GPUs. Each GPU processes a batch of 4 images and the
total batch size is 16. The training data are randomly shuffled
and we drop the remainder of the last batch. We use the
learning rate scheduling lr = baselr ∗ (1 − itertotal iter )power
following prior work [19, 10]. The Adam optimizer [20] is
used for optimization, and we set the base learning rate as
0.0001, the power as 0.95. The image data in Potsdam and
Vaihingen datasets have 5 and 4 channels where pretrained
weights are unavailable. We follow [10] and use a similar
way, namely first pretrain the network without encoding layer
for 100 epochs, then restore the pretrained weights and train
our CxtHGNet another 100 epochs.
For data augmentation, we randomly flip the image hor-
izontally and vertically, then scale it between 0.5 to 2 and
finally crop the image into fix size padding 0s if needed.
3.3. Results on Potsdam and Vaihingen Datasets
We train our CxtHGNet on the training set and evaluate it on
the test set using two standard metrics, namely pixAcc and
mIoU. The validation set is used for adjusting hyperparame-
ters in the network.
We use FCN [4], SegNet [6], Stacked Hourglass Network
(SHG) [9] and EncNet [10] as our baseline models. FCN is
the generally used framework for semantic segmentation, and
SegNet is an adaptation of FCN by replacing the decoder with
a series of pooling and convolution layers. SHG and EncNet
are compared with our CxtHGNet to show the effectiveness
of attention mechanism within contextual hourglass modules
Fig. 2: Selected results on Potsdam and Vaihingen test set.
Method Backbone pixAcc% mIoU%
FCN [4] VGG-16 82.75 61.71
SegNet [6] VGG-16 83.93 63.42
SHG [9] Hourglass-104 85.38 67.26
EncNet [10] ResNet-101 86.52 69.45
CxtHGNet (ours) Hourglass-104 87.15 70.28
Table 1: Numerical results on Potsdam test set.
Method Backbone pixAcc% mIoU%
FCN [4] VGG-16 82.39 61.58
SegNet [6] VGG-16 83.64 63.23
SHG [9] Hourglass-104 85.42 67.20
EncNet [10] ResNet-101 86.63 69.72
CxtHGNet (ours) Hourglass-104 87.26 70.50
Table 2: Numerical results on Vaihingen test set.
and the stacked encoder-decoder structure.
For the Potsdam dataset, there are about 12,000 training
samples and 8,000 test samples, the training versus test ratio is
about 1.5:1. The numerical results are shown in Table 1. We
can see that FCN and SegNet produce the worst results. SHG
and EncNet yield considerably improved accuracies and our
CxtHGNet achieves the best performance with 87.15% pix-
Acc and 70.28% mIoU and it outperforms all baseline mod-
els.
For the Vaihingen dataset, there are about 1,200 training
samples and 1,500 test samples, the training versus test ratio
is about 0.8:1. From Table 2, similar to the results on Potsdam
dataset, FCN and SegNet both produce the worst results. SHG
and EncNet improve the performance while out CxtHGNet
produces the best results. Specifically, CxtHGNet achieves
87.26% pixAcc and 70.50% mIoU, showing our model also
works well when the training data are limited.
We also show some visual examples of images with a size
of 256× 256 in Fig. 2. In the 1st and 2nd images, CxtHGNet
captures the small red and white regions well, whereas FCN
and SegNet are almost not capable of extracting these small-
sized regions. In the 3rd image, we can see that compared
to all other models, CxtHGNet predicts more consistent re-
sults. However, CxtHGNet also has its weaknesses, in the 1st
image, CxtHGNet yields wrong prediction for the top mid-
dle area, and despite capturing well the white small region,
CxtHGNet provides noisy predictions on the 2nd image.
4. CONCLUSION
We develop a novel Contextual Hourglass Network (Cx-
tHGNet) for semantic segmentation of high-resolution aerial
imagery. Our CxtHGNet can extract rich multi-scale features
of the image and learn the contextual semantics in scenes, due
to the incorporation of bottom-up, top-down inference across
various scales, attention mechanism, and intermediate super-
vision. Also, It may be worthwhile to mention that with our
CxtHGNet it can be convenient to replace the channel-wise
attention used in this paper with other attention mechanisms
and it makes our network structure more generalizable for
other applications. The experimental results on Potsdam and
Vaihingen datasets have demonstrated the superiority of our
CxtHGNet.
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